
 

Spring has finally arrived! Which would be awesome if it was 2 months ago.

We've had so much rain the last week or so that getting anything done outside

has been complicated. Working in between rainy days has resulted in our

vegetable garden still not being completed. We got a few things in the ground at

the beginning of the week. Today's goal is to complete the rest so I don't feel all

sorts of panicked. Hope you all have been more successful!

SWe also had a HUGE bush in front of our mudroom door. I've been itching to get

the thing out of the way so I can start another flower bed before fall. The

overachiever that I am did not think that this bush would have a HUGE stump.

We're still fighting to get it out!
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From a distance, the stump(s) don't look too menacing. The fact that Chris' truck

can't pull it out means it is one old, deeply rooted, monster! That is a bush that

nightmares are made of! Fingers crossed that thing will be gone by the weekend!

If you haven't read our most recent post, please take a moment to read it. I'm not

one to openly express my opinion about political things in professional settings but

this topic is one that's close to my heart. I'm open to any discussion you'd like to

have or even just listen/read your opinion. Feel free to reach out by responding to

this email or leaving a comment or message on Facebook or Instagram. I truly

would love to hear from you!

And always remember to #lovethelifeyoulive,

 

Christina
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Weekly Round-Up

Guns From Grandpa

Firearms Safety for Newbies
 

Getting Kids Started With Hunting

Ammunition with risks and side effects
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